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imasenicIntroduction. 1

How many pretty pictures?
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The first photo ever taken

Joseph Nicéphore Niépce 1826/1827. The image depicts the view from an
upstairs window at Niépce's estate, Le Gras, in the Burgundy region of France
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Exponential growth 
for over 180 years

Doubling factor ~5 years
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Some words about IMASENIC

Introduction. 2
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imasenicIMASENIC
• Fab-less semiconductor company

• Founded in April 2017

• Initial team from Broadcom and STFC/vivaMOS

• From consumer and scientific/medical markets

• We develop custom CMOS image sensors

• Located in central Barcelona, Spain

6



imasenicTurn-key solutions for advanced 
imaging
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Specifications CMOS design

Initial 
concept

Volume 
production

Manufacturing
Silicon 

sampling
Production 

Management Packaging
Camera 
module
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Technology partners

180 nm

150 nm
110 nm

90/130 nm
65/90 nm

110 nm
65/90 nm
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BIOLOGY

MEDICINE EARTH 
OBSERVATION

SPACE / 
AERONAUTICS INDUSTRIAL

SCIENCE

SMART SENSORS

AUTOMOTIVE
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imasenicLet’s start

CMOS image sensor (CIS) 

technology today.

A few words.
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imasenicInnovation! Innovation! 
Innovation!
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• 3D imaging
• SPAD
• LiDAR
• IR sensors
• Megapixel race resuming
• Global shutter pixels
• Polarisation imaging
• Event-driven, “hyperactive” pixels
• Quantum Image Sensors

Source: S. Masoodian, ISE 2019

Source: S. H. Neubauer, ISE 2018

Source: R. Berner, ISE 2018



imasenicPixel scaling

Source: R. Fontaine, IISW 2019, USA
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imasenic3D stacking in mobile phones

Source: R. Fontaine, IISW 2019, USA14



imasenicDeep Trench Isolation

Source: R. Fontaine, IISW 2019, USA15



imasenicEpi thickness vs pixel pitch

Source: R. Fontaine, IISW 2019, USA
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imasenicTake-home message 1

Innovation is continuing in the CIS 

world.

Mobile phones still represents the 

largest market,

but others are emerging rapidly

17
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• Professional photography
• Scientific
• Medical
• Biology
• Industrial
• Aerospace
• …
•à some common requirements

High-end applications

18
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Common requirements

Large pixels Large sensors

High sensi<vityHigh dynamic 
range

High and ultra-
high speed

Visible and 
beyond

Environmental requirements: large temperature range, radiation hardness, vacuum operation, …
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• CMOS manufacturing uses step-and-repeat.
• Reticle size: ≥20mm x ≥20mm
• Wafer size: 200 mm at 180 nm, 300 mm for smaller nodes
• How to make sensors as large as a single wafer?

• Wafer-scale integration was popular for general-purpose chips 
in the ‘90s, but today ?

Large area CMOS image sensors

20



imasenicWafer-scale integration in 2019
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• Cerebras Wafer Scale

Engine (WSE)

• Purpose-built for Deep 
Learning

• 46,225 mm2 chip

• 400,000 core

• 18 GB on-chip SRAM

• 100 Pb/s interconnect

215 mm



imasenicStitching. The origin: CCD. 1

22 Source: P. J. Pool et al., SPIE, 1990



imasenicStitching. The origin: CCD. 2

23 Source: G. Kreider et al., IEDM, 1995



imasenicStitching. The CIS era.
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1D stitching
Reticle

25

Sensor

X

Y

XIS

YIS

XIS > X
YIS = Y

ALR AL RA

Ex: 2x1 repetitions
Same mask set 
allow different 
formats
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2D stitching
Reticle

26

Sensor
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formats, up to
wafer-scale sensor



imasenicTake-home message 2

Many high-end applications require 
large sensors,

up to a single die per wafer.
Stitching is the technique
that makes it possible. 

27



imasenicInterlude. 1

An application of stitched CIS:

Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM)

28



imasenicBrief history
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20th century.  Detectors for TEM:
• Film: high resolution but no real time feedback
• CCD: real time feedback but low resolution

1999: CIS for the direct detection of charged particles

Early 00’s: R&D starts on CIS for TEM

Challenges:

• direct detection à radiation hardness

• High resolution à 4kx4k

• Good SNR à good Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE)

4kx4k CCD camera 
with phosphor plate

First direct detection 
image recorded with 
a CMOS Image Sensor 
(2003)

SourceM. Kuikper et al., Journall of Structural Biology 2015
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To reduce effects from 

backscattering

mode (see Section 4), the DQE becomes dose-dependent due to
coincidence loss at high exposure rates.

After some manipulation it can be shown that the DQE at any
dose can be represented by the following equation

DQE ! 1="1=DQE1 # 1=DQEd$ "2$

where DQE1 ! MTF2=NNPS is the dose independent part
(MTF = Modulation Transfer Function and NNPS = Normalized Noise
Power Spectrum) and DQEd ! MTF2conv2Nq=DN2 is the dose depen-
dent part (DN = dark noise, conv = conversion efficiency, Nq = dose
rate in units e/px). The MTF can be determined by the slanted edge
or knife-edge method (Meyer and Kirkland, 2000; ISO12233; Samei
et al., 1998). The Noise Power Spectrum is determined from a
1k % 1k central area of a uniform illuminated image normalized
by the dose rate Nq. To remove fixed pattern artifacts that image
is both flat field corrected and DC compensated or created by
subtracting two images.

The high conversion efficiency at 300 kV and 200 kV and
relatively low additional electronic readout noise, as shown by
the normal1 mode DQE and MTF of Falcon 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 6, result
in a high image quality. The combination of the sensor’s large full-
well capacity and high frame readout speed provides a wide dose
rate application range, stretching from 1 e/px/s to well above
100 e/px/s (Fig. 7). Due to its large pixel size, compared to the other
DED cameras, the Falcon’s normal mode DQE is the highest currently
available in the market for 4K % 4K detectors (McMullan et al., 2014;
Ruskin et al., 2013; http://www.microscopy-analysis.com/sites/
default/files/2013_Sept_Booth.pdf). In all fairness, we understand
that this is a hard statement, and an absolute comparison of different
sensors is hard to make due to existing different evaluation methods,
which is beyond the scope of this article. However, in the next
sections we consistently discuss results based on our own DQE
and MTF method.

We would like to add some notes on the comparison of detec-
tors. First, when determining the MTF we apply an oversampling
method (Meyer and Kirkland, 2000; ISO12233; Samei et al.,
1998) to prevent overestimation at the highest frequencies caused
by aliasing of the signal, while aliased noise is included in the mea-
surement of the NNPS. Second, a sufficient dose (several hundreds
to thousands of e/px) needs to be acquired to prevent unwanted

lifting of the MTF at high frequencies due to shot noise. Third, we
discard the imperfect edge locations deviating more than 2 pixels
from the edge average to increase reproducibility of the MTF mea-
surement from system to system (see Fig. 8, red circle). Both the
MTF and the conversion efficiency calculation should use the same
definition for the signal. We normalize the MTF value at zero fre-
quency to one by defining the signal as the difference between
the bright signal strength near the beam-stop edge and the dark
signal at the beam-stop position (see Fig. 8). In that case we also
have to reduce the bright signal used for the conversion efficiency
calculation by the same amount of dark signal. Failure to do so can
cause a serious overestimation of the DQE. A Faraday cup, an accu-
rate beam current measurement device, is used to obtain the con-
version efficiency by dividing the signal by the dose rate. Note that
a homogenously illuminated beam with dose rate of 10 e/px/s cor-
responds to a current as small as 26 pA on a 4K % 4K sensor. The
conversion efficiency is then used for the calculation of the NNPS
from a uniformly illuminated image set. Note that any ignored
non-linear response can cause significant overestimation of the
DQE too. A linearized detector is used, or alternatively, a non-
linearity correction is applied. Of course we determine the DQE
at the sensor-specific optimum dose rate in the context of the
exposure time and its intended use case. This becomes especially
relevant when comparing different sensors that are operated at dif-
ferent dose rates. Running one sensor far outside its operating
range will either overestimate or underestimate its performance.

Fig. 6. Normal mode Falcon 1, 2 and 3 DQE and MTF at 300 kV (left) and 200 kV (right) at a dose rate of 10 e/px/s. The spatial frequency is normalized by the sampling limit 1/
(2 % 4096) as derived by Nyquist.

Fig. 7. 300 kV Falcon 3 normal mode DQE (at half Nyquist) plotted as function of
the dose rate.

1 Normal mode refers to using the plain signal from the sensor, whereas counting
mode refers to the additional application of signal processing techniques on the plain
signal.

182 M. Kuijper et al. / Journal of Structural Biology 192 (2015) 179–187SENSOR THINNING ELECTRON COUNTING

Every single 
electron is 

processed 
separately

Non-linear position 

finding algorithms



imasenicSensors for TEM
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Lambdaphage

Courtesy of R. Henderson, LMB, UK

• 3T pixel with radiation hard design
• 16 Million pixel sensors
• 14 µm pitch
• 61mm x 63mm
• Thick epi
• Radiation hardness in excess of 500 million 300 keV 
electrons, equivalent to about 20 Mrad
• Noise = 83 e- rms (without CDS)
• Full well = 100k e-
• 40 fps
• On-chip analogue binning in voltage mode

Source: N. Guerrini, IISW 2009, Japan



imasenicCMOS image sensors for TEM

32 Source: G. McMullan et al., Ultramicroscopy. 2014

System gain or conversion factor 𝐺 = #
$

where: D = average system output;

Q = average input quanta

Detective Quantum Efficiency 

𝐷𝑄𝐸 𝜔 = #)∗+,-)(/)
$)∗123(/)

=

= 𝐷𝑄𝐸 0 ∗ +,-
)(/)

123(/)

where NPS = Noise Power Spectrum, w spatial 
frequency



imasenicThe resolution revolution
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Zhao, Benlekbir & 
Rubinstein, 2015

Vinothkumar, Zhu 
& Hirst, 2014

Jiang, Pentelute, 
Collier & Zhou, 2015

Source: www.nobelprize.org/
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Stitching can be used for

volume products and

to make great science

34



imasenicInterlude. 2

CMOS sensors for X-ray imaging: 

from intraoral to general 

radiography and industrial

35
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Dental imaging. Sensor sizes.
Size Applications Imaging area 

dimensions 
(approximate, in 
mmxmm)

Stitching required

0 Children 16x25 No

1 Children-Adults 24x40 No

2 Adults 25x35 Yes. 1/2D

3 Adults (posterior) 25x50 Yes. 1/2D

4 Occlusal 50x60 Yes. 2D

Panoramic 12/15x30 Yes. 1/2D

Cephalometric Yes. 2D

CIS

Scintillator
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Our sensor
• High spatial resolution (pixel size < 20 µm) à 18.5 µm pitch

• High dynamic range HDR (DR > 14 bits) à 16 bits

• Charge domain binning, preserving HDR operation

• Digital interface à Integrated column-parallel ADC + control

• On-chip programmable timing generation

• Global reset and Rolling readout

• X-ray exposure control à trigger / monitoring mode

• Ease of use à 7-wire interface
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A. Lahav et al., ISSW 2011

• Large diode à good charge collection          Partially Pinned Photodiode

• Low capacitance à low noise

• Radiation hardness à no charge transfer

• High dynamic range à Lateral overflow

• Binning preserving HDR operation

• Triggering à high sensitivity

• Monitoring

6.5T pixel for binning and HDR

PD

LO

C1 C0

RST

SEL OUT

BIN

To next diode
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2x2 array
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2x2 array with shared reset
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The pixel. Timing. Full frame.

Integration
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The pixel. Timing. Binning mode.

Integration
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Triggering and monitoring

PD

LO

C1C0

SEL

O
U
T

BIN

D0

Dbin
RST

Dbin

VDD• Imaging pixels

• Four top and four bottom rows 

used for triggering and monitoring PD

LO

C0+C1

SEL
O
U
T

BIN

D0

Dbin
RST

Dbin

VDD

• Triggering à maximum sensitivity à

high gain

• Monitoring à maximum full well à

low gain
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Column-parallel ADC

44

• 2nd order incremental S-D analogue-to-

digital converter

• 14 bits resolution

• Data coded on 15 bits + 1 gain bit

• Architecture allows trading resolution and 

speed

• Column-parallel: 18.5 µm pitch

Parameter Value 
Operating frequency 25 MHz 
Cycles per 14-bits 

conversion  200 

Conversion time (14 bits) 8 µsec 
LSB 167.1 µV 
Noise  

(including column amplifier) 130 µV 
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Camera-on-a-chip

45

• LVDS output

• Two-wire serial-to-parallel interface (SPI)

• Programmable, on-chip dming generadon

• Global reset and Rolling readout

• Ease of use à 7-wire interface

• Up to 31 fps at full 1.9 Mpixel resoludon

• Dynamic range = 94.3 dB ↔ 15.7 bits
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Sensors

46

• Size 1 (1.9 Mpixel)

• 18 months from start of the design to volume production

• Size 1 characterized over extended temperature range: 

from -60C to 110C as suitable for other applications, e.g. 

industrial, automotive, …

• 1st time-right design

• Size 2 (2.7 Mpixel)

• Stitched design (2D), suitable for sizes 0 (1.4Mpixel), 4 

(9.2Mpixel), …. Chamfered corners

• 1st time-right design



imasenicTake-home message. 4

Stitched sensors can have added 

functionalities and be produced 

in volumes

47



imasenicX-ray imaging markets
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imasenicAre one-die-per-wafer sensors 
large enough?

X Y X Y Tot X Y Tot

Dental extraoral 10 10 1 1 1 1 1 1

Fluroscopy, Cardiac 20 20 2 2 4 1 2 2

Mammography 24 30 2 2 4 1 2 2

Interventional, Fluoro 30 30 2 3 6 2 2 4

Interventional, Radiotherapy 40 40 2 2 4---

Modality in cm 200 mm CMOS wafers 300 mm CMOS wafers

Number of CMOS sensorsPanel dimensions

49

We need more!



imasenicButting
ONE WAFER-
SCALE SENSOR
3-side buttable

TILES WAFER-SCALE SENSORS

Physical edge less than 
½ pixels from focal 
plane array Gaps < 1 pixel

Xsensor

Y
sensor

n * Xsensor

2*
Y s

en
so

r

50



imasenic3-side buttable. Solution 1
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• Sacrifice some columns to host row drivers and pointers

Source: L. Korthout et al., IISW 2009
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• Move drivers to the bottom and use vertical-to-horizontal lines

Source: R. Reshef et al., IISW 2009



imasenic3-side buttable. Solution 3
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• Move drivers to the bottom and scatter drivers in the focal plane

Source: I. Sedgwick et al., IISW 2013



imasenicTake-home message. 5

3-side buttable sensors enable 

focal planes larger than a single 

CMOS wafer

54



imasenicGetting closer to the end

Some more topics:

“X-ray colour” imaging

fully depleted CMOS

fast and ultra-fast imaging

55
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• EU R&D project granted.

• Goal: to develop low-cost, large area X-ray 

colour image sensors

• Project XCOL, in collaboration with University 

College London (UCL)

• Started May 2019

• Initial 1-year fund; 2nd phase open next year. 

We will soon look for collaborators for the 

second phase

Colour imaging

56



imasenicFully depleted CMOS
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• Fully depleted silicon detectors are routinely used, but in the same 

substrate we have the readout electronics.

• Normally there would be ohmic connection between the backplane 

and one type of the CMOS wells.

• Need some kind of isolation between front and back before a useful 

bias can be applied

• Epitaxial wafers are normally used and it is difficult to make them 

with very high resistivity



imasenicFully depleted CMOS. Solution 1
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• Prototype in TowerJazz 180 nm

• 25 µm thick, epi substrate, p-type, >1kOHm cm

• Pitch 25 to 50 µm

Source: H. Pernegger et al., 2017 JINST 12 P06008



imasenicFully depleted CMOS. Solution 2

59 Source: K. Stefanov et al., IISW 2019

• Prototype in TowerJazz 180 nm

• 18 µm thick, epi substrate, p-type, ~1kOHm cm

• Pitch 5.4 and 10 µm



imasenicFully depleted CMOS. Solution 3

60 Source: L.Pancheri et al., IISW 2019

• Prototype in LFoundry 110 nm

• 100, 300 and 400 µm thick, float zone, n-type, ≥2kOHm cm

• Pitch 50 µm



imasenicEvolution of CMOS image 
sensor speed
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Speed of wafer-scale CIS

62

Review of speed for 

wafer-scale sensors.

About 0.5 Gpixel/sec 

compared to

25 Gpixel/sec for 

regular size sensors



imasenicConclusion

CMOS image sensors is continuously evolving.

Continuous innovation is enabling new sensor 
architectures to capture more and more information about 

photons and definitively more than pretty pictures.

Large sensors up to a wafer scale and 3-side buttable

enable large area coverage as needed in some high-end 

applications

63
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www.imasenic.com

Thank you!


